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brand
concept
Identifying concept based on topic given 
+ determine aspects that will make my 
brand unique
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IKOU: The website:
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- - 

- 

- 

a handmade chocolate company created by a 

mom and daughter

+ advertising homemade aspect/feeling of home

Ikou: translating to one bite in Chinese. 

+ chocolates meant to be eaten in one bite

should focus on making purchasing chocolates 

and finding information as easy as possible

aesthetic should be clean, appealing, 

welcoming and cute



competitive
analysis
I researched 3 different chocolate companies to 
take notes on what they were doing with their 
site that was successful and effective.
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Content:
- location

- concepts 

- products

Pros:
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- story

- factory

- franchise

- 

- 

- 

- 

cute and illustrative theme that is consistent 

throughout site & branding

navigation is easy to use and clear

entire layout of the site is very organized: 

no overwhelming amount of text

little touches of animation makes the site unique



Content:
- menu

- shop

- custom/corp.

Pros:
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- blog

- contact

- FAQs

- login

- 

- 

- 

- 

navigation is very clear and easy to use: 

all the important information is displayed at the top

aesthetic of the site highlights the images of the 

products, giving users a focal point 

organization of information is clear

addition of the blog was a neat element on the site 

that not many other chocolate companies have



Content:
- our story

- shop

- flavours

Pros:
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- store locator

- for business

- press

- 

- 

- 

- 

navigation is clear and easy to use

aesthetic of the site highlights the handmade quality 

of the brand

site is very clean and organized: easy for users to 

access any information

not an overwhelming amount of text, allowing the 

images of the products to speak for itself



site
outline
Taking inspiration from the sites I 
researched, I created a general site 
outline that is straightforward and 
suitable for my brand.
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Landing page Products page

Our process/story page Contact us page
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- - 

- - 

- 

- - 

- - 

- 

section about the company

section briefly showing some products

links to other parts of the site

page showcasing all the types of 

chocolate products being sold

displaying their prices

how the chocolates are made

about the ingredients

how they are packaged

location of the shop

contact information

* this page ended up being cut out since 

we only needed to design 3 pages



target
audience
Identifying my target audience and 
why they would be interested in my 
brand/website
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who? why?

- - 

- 

- 

chocolate is a pretty universal product that people 

like, therefore opening up the target demographic 

to anyone who has an appreciation for good 

handmade chocolate

however, the modern and cute aesthetic of the site 

could appeal more to millennials

as mentioned before, the aesthetic of the brand 

is pretty trendy, therefore it would cater to a 

younger audience (18 - 29)

with the brand also being inspired by Asian 

culture and made by two Asian chocolatiers, it 

could also appeal more to that demographic



site map
After solidying my concept and planning out 
the exact content I wanted, I create a site map 
to start building my site.
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initial
sketches
To start off the designing process, 
I began with a few rough sketches.
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low-fidelity 

- 

- 

here I was just sketching out the desktop 

layouts for all 3 of my pages.

I basically just tried to sketch out my site 

map visually, this way I could have a 

clearer vision of what I wanted when it 

came to wireframing.



mid
fidelity
Taking my low-fidelity sketches, 
I began building my mid-fidelity 
wireframes.
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Home page (desktop)

- 

- 

For the home page, I wanted to focus on using main 

slogans and images to entice viewers. To create 

more visual interest to keep the viewer scrolling, I also 

wanted to add scroll/hover effects.

To keep the nav bar compact and still easily 

accessible, I decided to go with a side bar.

here is how the slide in menu 
looks like when opened  >

< live
area

when hovering over 
the words “mother” & 
“daughter”, I wanted to have 
an image of pop up >
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Home page (tablet)

- 

- 

For the responsive tablet version, I spaced out the 

elements to ensure there was still enough breathing 

room on the page.

For the compressed menu bar, I decided to move 

the bar to the top as it was too tight on the side.

scroll down menu 
that covers the 
whole screen >

< live
area

pop up image that 
appears on tap >
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Home page (mobile)

- 

- 

The mobile version is quite similar to the tablet 

version, with just a few minor changes in spacing 

and sizing.

On mobile (and tablet), scroll/hover effects would 

still be intact, except some would react to tap 

instead of hover.

scroll down menu 
that covers the

whole screen >

< live
area

pop up on tap >  
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Our story + Shop (desktop)

- 

- 

- 

The our story  page starts off with a video showing the 

chocolate making process.

Then the page goes into a 3 section explanation of 

the process in detail. (From sourcing ingredients to 

packaging the chocolates).  These sections uses the 

sticky scroll function for a clearer divide between each 

section and more visual interest.

The shop page displays every product in a 

straightforward manner, while also including a filter bar 

at the top for viewers to find things with more ease.

shop page >

these sections uses the 
sticky scroll function >

video of the process + 
behind the scenes >

items can be sorted 
and categorized with 
the filter bar >
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Our story + Shop (tablet)

- 

- 

- 

The tablet version for our story replaces the sticky 

scroll function with a slide show scroll.

The content is also condensed and stretched out to 

allow for more breathing room.

The tablet version for the shop page has every 

item displayed in a single column grid. This allows 

for the clearest viewing of each product while also 

remaining functional.

beginning video
(condensed) >

slide show scroll 
(reacting on tap) >

shop landing image 
condensed > 

single column grid 
displaying all items >
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Our story + Shop (mobile)

- 

- 

The mobile version looks pretty similar to the 

tablet version as well, except just like before, the 

information is a bit more stretched out and spaced 

according to mobile dimensions.

Scroll effects do work, but instead of hovering it will 

respond on tap.

video with the pause 
and play button + 

the time stamp >

slide show scroll >

all items centered in 
one column grid >



style tiles
After completing my mid-fidelity wireframes, I 
needed to choose the right styles to match my 
brand and products.
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final



developing
branding
Here is the process of my logo 
development before arriving at the 
final branding.
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final



visuals
After deciding on my branding and styles, 
I went ahead and started to create my 
product and visuals 
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Chocolate making:

Photographing:

- 

- 

- 

- 

As seen in the style tile previously, I wanted to create 

a reflection look that somehow incorporated nature.

I decided to shoot all my chocolates on a mirror in 

the middle of a park, to get the reflections of the 

surroundings.

in order to achieve what I wanted exactly for my site, 

I decided to make my own chocolate.

I made 3 different types of chocolate: hearts, 

geometric ones & barks. 
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Some outtakes:
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image credits from unsplash:

01.

03.

02.

04.

01. emre-gencer-

dAo9zKQIZWs-unsplash

02. shashi-charles-

C6eovoS7gXo-unsplash

03. nordwood-themes-

d9vsO3166UI-unsplash

04. brenda-godinez-

AAHdL8gp5b8-unsplash



mockup
experiments
Once I had all of my visuals and 
wireframes in place, I began 
experimenting with my final mockup.
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why they don’t work?

- 

- 

version 01 was too striking for the brand image I 

was going for. I didn’t like how the red was the only 

prominent thing on each page.

version 02’s arrangement was getting close to what 

I wanted, but the grey text was now a bit too dull 

for the brand.

ver. 01 ver. 02



high
fidelity
Here are my final mockups of IKOU’s 
website along with each of its 
responsive states.
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site demo
I used Webflow to create a demo home 
page of my website. Click the link below to 
view the screenrecording.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T43M0FLnrW0qf-yrjC_cL4vksEcZIQp3



challenges
ah...I did struggle quite a bit during this project, 
but here is what I learned from it.
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coding limitations:design block

- - 

- 

- 

when planning out this brand, I was definitely a 

bit too ambitious given my current coding abilities. 

I realized that half the effects I wanted to create, I 

was not able to figure out how to code. Which is 

why I ended up switching to webflow to make a 

demo of the site.

I spent majority of my time during this project 

trying to finalize my wireframes. I had a hard 

time trying to figure out the most effective 

way to display my products. In consequence, 

I did not leave myself enough time to code. 

Nevertheless, I’m still proud of my final mockups 

and I do wish to revisit this project in the future 

when I better my coding skills.



to conclude...
I really enjoyed the process of creating a brand, its 
products and its site. With this project, I definitely 

learned the importance of balancing your 
ambitions with your practical abilities the hard way. 
Nevertheless, I’m still proud of my final deliverables 
and hopefully one day I’ll be able to revisit it and 

achieve all the initial ideas I wanted to do.


